PRE-ASSEMBLY:

- For your safety and ease, assembly by two adults is recommended.
- Please read all instructions before beginning assembly.
- Remove all parts and hardware from box and lay out on a carpeted or scratch-free work surface. The shipping box provides an ideal work surface. Do not dispose of any contents until assembly is completed to avoid accidentally discarding small parts or hardware.
- Use the parts and hardware lists to identify and separate each of the pieces included.
- Note: Do not fully tighten all bolts until all parts are in place. Failure to follow these instructions may cause the bolts to misalign during assembly.
- The use of power tools for assembly is not recommended. Power tools can damage the hardware or the upholstery.
PARTS INCLUDED:

Box 1:
1. Arm (2X)

Box 2:
2. Back Piece (1X)
3. Front Rail (1X)
4. Wood Slat (1X)
5. Slat leg (3x)
6. Mattress Board (2X)
7. Screw (4X)

TOOLS REQUIRED:
Phillips head screwdriver (not included).

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
Please note, for the Arms (1) and Back Piece (2) the exposed wood is there to support the mattress. This wood should be closer to the floor.

1. Attach the Arms (1) to the Back Piece (2) using the hooks in the Arms, and slots in the Back Piece as shown below.

2. Attach Front Rail’s (3) slots to the hooks of the Arms assembled to the Back Piece. Note: slots and hooks need to be aligned to be securely attached. Insert 2 Screws (7) on each side to permanently attach Front Rail to assembled Arms/Back Piece.

3. Screw each Slat Leg (5) into Wood Slat (4). Make sure the legs are perpendicular to Wood Slat (4).

4. Insert Wood Slat/Legs into wood slot in each Arm (1) as shown below.
5. Place one Mattress Board (6) at inside back of frame. Place other Mattress Board at inside front of frame. We suggest that the Mattress Board installed have the fabric pull. This fabric pull is for easy when disassembling the bed.

Assembly is now complete.